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Söntés Joins in Celebration of Scottish Spirit

Rochester Restaurant to host a Robert Burns tribute dinner on February 2, 2013.
 

January 17, 2013 (Rochester, MN). On February 2, 2013 Söntés is joining with community 
partners to present an evening of Scottish food, whisky, music, and poetry. This clan colors 
(black tie) affair will be hosted by Helen and Bryan McIver, who have expertly hosted Robert 
Burns dinners in the Rochester area for a number of years. Whisky flights with dinner will be 
provided by Andy's Liquor.
 
The event will be an interactive evening, beginning at 6pm and lasting approximately four to five 
hours. Conversation, bagpipes, song, and poetry will fill the spaces between seven courses of 
Scottish-inspired cuisine. “These dishes will represent the best of the Söntés chefs combined 
with Scottish flavors,” says Helen McIver.
 
Robert Burns tribute dinners, often called Burns suppers, have been hosted across the world for 
over two centuries to honor the memory of Scotland’s most beloved poet, who is also known as 
the Ploughman Poet. “We’ve never lost sight of him,” explains McIver. “He represents not just 
the common man, but the good of every man.” Many around the world know Burns through one 
of his most famous pieces, the poem/song “Auld Lang Syne.” 
 
The Burns Dinner at Söntés will be a chance to celebrate not just Burns, but Scottish community 
and its influence around the world. Attendees are encouraged to wear their clan colors if they 
have them; if not, other formal dress would be appropriate for the occasion.
 
Tickets for the evening are $75 per person and include the seven-course meal, whisky flight, 
and entertainment (but do not include tax or gratuity). A flight of wine pairings will also be 
available for $25. Tickets can be reserved by calling Söntés at 507-292-1628.
 
The complete menu for the evening will be posted shortly on the Söntés blog at 
www.sontes.wordpress.com.
 
For questions or further information, contact Tessa Leung at 507-292-1628 or email Amanda 
Vail at amanda@sontes.com. 
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